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TECHPERSPECTIVES
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Staying Ahead of the Trends

We need to simplify and reduce costs to maintain profit
margins, remain competitive and continue to deliver value.
WE’VE ALL OPINED ABOUT THE MORTGAGE INDUSTRY’S technology struggles. In particular, the
client-server environment we co-invested in the last five to 10 years has been a time-intensive and complex legacy.
In the end, we need to simplify that environment and dramatically reduce costs so we can maintain
our profit margins, remain competitive and continue to deliver value to our clients and to the industry.
We can see where mortgage technology is headed. The Web services environment is dynamic, relatively easy to work in, fast and flexible.
Also, when combined with workflow and rules engine technology in the industry today, it represents
the kind of platform environment we can all operate in for the next 20 years.
Of course, the real challenge ahead of the mortgage industry lies in that foggy shadow world “between
now and then.”
Legacy systems have been remarkably change resistant in the last
several years, despite the introduction of promising technologies. The
reality is that the sheer magnitude of system renewal needed in the
mortgage industry is daunting to say the least. Hundreds of interfaces
to other systems and thousands of business processes spanning disparate channels have kept IT shops running at a frantic pace just to
essentially stand still.
Unless there is clear focus, and an organized approach to this evolutionary period in our history, we will see more failed strategies than
successful transitions. Institutions must think carefully about their
business strategy, cost structure, risk tolerance and the long-term
needs of their customers before finalizing their transition plan.
But for better or worse, most institutions are already well underway
in their quest to deploy more flexible technology. For many, the effort
is returning early dividends. Others have made expensive mistakes and are re-thinking their approach.
NATIVE INTERNET TECHNOLOGY VS. INTERNET ENABLEMENT
As organizations prepare to implement a technology renewal strategy, many will begin the journey
with the introduction of an Enterprise Application Integration Framework — essentially a roadmap
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